	
  

KNIFESTYLES OF THE RICH & FAMOUS

The Man’s View

FOREHEAD

“Kim has no
wrinkles, period — she
must use copious amounts
of Botox regularly,” says
Dr. Dima. “But it’s dropped
her brows, making them
look a little heavy.”
Cost: $2,000
a year.

CHEEKS

Juvéderm
injections (up to
$5,000) have pumped
up the volume in Kim’s
face, reports Dr. Dima,
who says it’s filled out
her cheeks, under-eye
hollows and smile
lines.
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BEFORE OR AFTER
APPARENT BREAST IMPLANTS?

SKIN

Fergie
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BUST

“Her complexion
is flawless, so it’s very
likely she’s had treatments
with a noninvasive device
like the eMatrix, which
stimulates collagen and
firms skin while evening
out tone,” notes
Dr. Dima.

“Having six
children takes a toll,
causing breasts to deflate
and droop,” says Dr. Lyle
Back. “Replacing her implants
with larger ones that are
still proportional with her
frame, as Kim has, was
the right move.”
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Kim’s Stay-Young Reality

f there’s one thing Don’t Be Tardy
star Kim Zolciak-Biermann seems
to make time for, it’s appointments with her cosmetic surgeon.
And based on expert assessments,
the Real Housewives of Atlanta alum
has had a lot of them! Some aren’t sur-
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prising: Kim was open about opting
for a second breast augmentation and
a tummy tuck last September, less
than a year after giving birth to twins.
She even posted an “after” photo of
herself in a bikini on Instagram, noting that she felt so much better in

a swimsuit. But thanks to a slew of
work above the neck, the 37-year-old
likely feels good about herself no matter what she’s wearing. According to
Dr. Dima, a cosmetic laser surgeon
in Reston, Virginia, Kim is fending
off aging with a host of noninvasive

measures — everything from Botox
to fillers to lasers. But while Dr. Dima
thinks the reality diva looks overdone
and expressionless, Dr. Lyle Back, a
Philadelphia-based plastic surgeon,
who — like Dr. Dima — doesn’t treat
Kim, disagrees. “Her facial identi-

The singer appears to have
amassed more than Grammy
Awards over the years. She’s
also seemingly gained some
bigger, um, girls. Guesstimates
are that she went up two cup sizes,
at a cost of $8,500 to $12,000,
since 2001 (left). These enhanced
lady lumps? They’re definitely
nothing for 40-year-old Fergie
to cry about: Eighty-seven percent
of guys we polled say her new
cleavage hits a high note.
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ty has been preserved and she looks
elegant, natural and beautiful,” he
raves, giving special props to what
looks like an “exquisitely done” nose
job, a procedure Kim adamantly denies. “This is what plastic surgery is
supposed to do.” Bravo!

SMALL WRINKLESMOOTHING WONDER

Bigger isn’t necessarily better
when it comes to hyaluronic
acid, which eases wrinkles by
plumping and moisturizing skin.
This new serum is infused with
super-miniscule molecules
of the ingredient that travel
deep to firm instantly.
La Prairie Anti-Aging
Rapid Response Booster,
$290, laprairie.com
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